SAN FRANCISCO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
ADOPTED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS - Core Curriculum Areas – Grades K-8

Elementary

Reading/Language Arts

Mathematics

History Social Studies
(Grade 5, except grade 5 in Spanish which is Harcourt *Reflections* because Oxford UP does not have a Spanish format)

Science

Middle

Reading/Language Arts
Prentice Hall, *Prentice Hall Literature: Timeless Voices, Timeless Themes*, 2002, Gr. 6-8
Houghton Mifflin, *Houghton Mifflin Reading: A Legacy of Literacy*, 2003, Gr. 6
(used by a few 6th grades)

Mathematics

History/Social Studies
Teachers’ Curriculum Institute, *History Alive! California Middle Schools Program*, 2005, Gr. 6-8 (for instruction in English)
-- or --
McDougal Littell, *McDougal Littell California Middle School Social Studies Series*, 2006, Gr. 6-8
(Spanish format -- adopted for grades 6-8 for those classes that have instruction in Spanish)

Science